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Customer	
St. David’s North
Austin Medical Center

Applicator	
Intertech Commercial Flooring

General Contractor	
DPR Construction

Architect
Earl Swensson Associates

Situation

A LATICRETE SUPERCAP Solution

As St. David’s North Austin Medical Center prepared to expand its Women’s
Center of Texas in early 2014, the hospital knew it needed the right partners
and materials.

Intertech Commercial Flooring used a suite of
LATICRETE SUPERCAP products to overcome the
project’s challenges.

The unique expansion called for the addition of a completely new floor on top
of an existing structure.

KEEPING MOISTURE UNDER CONTROL

®

To deliver flat floors that could handle the risk of
moisture intrusion, Intertech Commercial Flooring
first shot blasted the substrate and then applied
LATICRETE SUPERCAP Moisture Vapor Control.

This approach would add needed square footage to safely serve mothers and
newborns who go to St. David’s for expert care and comfort. Given the use
of the space, the work needed to be perfect. After all, a facility that cares for
newborn children and mothers needs to be built to the highest standards.

LATICRETE SUPERCAP Moisture Vapor Control is a
single-coat, 100 percent solids, 2-part epoxy coating
that meets the stringent requirements of ASTM F
3010 specifically designed for controlling moisture
vapor emission rate from new or existing concrete
slabs prior to installing LATICRETE SUPERCAP primer
and underlayment.

That is why the general contractor on the project, DPR Construction, relied on
Intertech Commercial Flooring and the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® System to meet
the project’s exacting requirements and get the job done right.

“

 Intertech Commercial Flooring became the exclusive LATICRETE SUPERCAP applicator in Texas
®

®

because they feel the system is a game-changer. Intertech Commercial Flooring needs the best
technology available, technology that can take on tough jobs. Tough jobs like the addition of a
new floor to a building.

”

FLAT FLOORS AND FLUSH BATHROOM ENTRIES
Saw cutting and chipping recesses for pre-fabricated
modular bathrooms is time-consuming, expensive,
inexact, risky and unnecessary when the LATICRETE
SUPERCAP System is available.

~ Grant Imhoff,
LATICRETE SUPERCAP Sales Representative

Challenge

Following the application of LATICRETE SUPERCAP
Moisture Vapor Control; Intertech Commercial
Flooring blocked out areas that measured the exact
dimensions of the modular bathrooms. Then, they
poured LATICRETE SUPERCAP SC500 across 32,000
square feet (2,973 square meters) at an average
pour depth of ¾ of an inch (18.8 millimeters). The
entire process took days, not weeks.

Adding a new floor to St. David’s hospital presented two major challenges:
First, the original roof was not designed to function as a floor for patient
care. This unique expansion required products that could handle high moisture
emissions and uneven concrete surfaces present at the worksite.
Second, the expansion called for an improved approach to the installation of
pre-fabricated modular bathrooms. Typically, these units are installed in one
of two ways. But, neither approach could meet the strict requirements of the
expansion’s design.
Under the first approach, modular bathrooms are placed on top of an existing
subfloor and ramps are then installed to eliminate tripping hazards. However,
the design of the hospital expansion called for flat floors with no ramps.
Under the second approach, modular bathrooms are placed into a depression
that is saw cut and chipped into the floor. This approach is expensive, prone to
error and, in the case of this expansion, would have taken up to six weeks to
complete. Furthermore, cutting and chipping included the unacceptable risk of
hitting rebar.
Put simply, St. David’s North Austin Medical Center needed a superior approach.
An approach that would seamlessly integrate the bathrooms into the expansion’s
new concrete flooring and would eliminate the need for saw cutting.
Working with DPR Construction, the Intertech Commercial Flooring team
engineered a solution using the LATICRETE SUPERCAP System. This approach
provided flat, dry floors that accommodated ½ inch (12.5 millimeters) recesses
for standard modular units and 1 ¾ inch (43.2 millimeters) recesses for
handicap modular units.

“

 We were able to apply LATICRETE® SUPERCAP®

leaving open depressions that were needed in
the exact dimensions necessary for the bathroom
installations. This approach saved this client a
substantial amount of money, all while delivering
a superior outcome.

”

~ Richard Garcia,
Intertech Commercial Flooring
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The modular bathrooms were then set in place
without any issues. This was a first for the modular
manufacturers installation team, which commented
on how modular bathrooms never fit correctly on
the first try.
LATICRETE SUPERCAP Primer Plus is a premium
quality, water-based solution containing acrylic
polymers and selected surface activation agents,
which penetrate deep into porous substrate as
well as adhere to nonporous surfaces maximizing
bond strength. It can be used on a wide range of
substrates including concrete, VCT, exterior glue
plywood, quarry tile, ceramic tile and stone.
LATICRETE SUPERCAP SC500 is a pumpable and
pourable, low alkali cement-based, premium
self-leveling underlayment based on a proprietary
mineral binder system.

Outcome
Intertech Commercial Flooring’s use of the
LATICRETE SUPERCAP System ensured the North
Austin Medical Center received flush bathroom
entries and flat floors free of moisture intrusion.
The expansion project was done to the highest
standards. The entire job came in on time and
on budget.

